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How Secure is Secure Enough?

How Secure is Secure Enough?

 It depends on:

 Modest House

 What you’re protecting

 Good Neighborhood

 Who you are protecting it from

 Small, Rural Town

 The likelihood of someone wanting to steal what you are
protecting

 Low to No Crime

 The repercussions you would face if someone were to
successfully steal it

 Before Break-In:
Left Front Door Open

 Unfortunately, adding security is typically eventdriven

 After Break-In: Keep shotgun by the bed

 Best example: Install a car alarm after the car is broken
into
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How Secure is Secure Enough?

The Enemy Within

 Not so Modest House

 1/3 of employees would steal data
if they thought they could make
money on it

 Good Neighborhood
 Big City

 68% claim that it’s “easy” to steal data

 Some Crime

 88% claim the data they have access to is
“too valuable”

 Before 9/11: Occasionally see SWAT agents hiding
in the bushes

 2/3 of employees have actually
stolen data when they leave

 After 9/11: They see you first

 Using it as leverage for new positions
Sources: http://www.pcworld.com/businesscenter/article/163797/one_third_of_employees_would_steal_sensitive_data.html
http://www.pcworld.com/businesscenter/article/160041/nearly_twothirds_of_exemployees_steal_data_on_the_way_out.html
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Main Security Considerations
 1) Security is a Process
 It is NOT an event
 Hackers will never stop trying to break into your site; thus
you can never stop trying to protect it

Security is hard.
If it’s easy, then it’s wrong.

 2) Security should be designed on day one
 Building an application and then trying to secure it is
foolish

 3) Security should be similar for external and
internal systems
 Most breaches come from within
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SETTINGS

INSTANCE SETTINGS
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Instance Settings
 There are a number of settings at the APEX
instance than can be altered to ensure a more
secure environment
 Only the APEX instance administrator can alter these
settings

RUNTIME ONLY MODE

 They will only need to be changed once, and will apply to
all applications in all workspaces

 Before getting into the specifics, we need to
consider Runtime Mode
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APEX Runtime Environment

APEX Runtime Environment

 An APEX runtime environment contains only the
components needed to run APEX applications

 If you elect to use an APEX runtime environment,
you will be able to ignore most instance
parameters

 There is NO web interface for either APEX Developers or
APEX Administrators

 Specifically those that have to do with accessing either
the APEX instance administration console or any
workspace

 All preferences are managed with the
APEX_INSTANCE_ADMIN API via SQL*Plus as the APEX
schema or SYS/SYSTEM
 Applications can also be managed via SQL Developer

 Almost necessary if you’re deploying on the
Internet
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APEX Runtime Environment

APEX Runtime Environment

 To Install APEX as a Runtime Environment:

 To convert a normal APEX environment to a
runtime APEX environment:

 @apxrtins tablespace_apex tablespace_files
tablespace_temp images

 Navigate to the APEX installation directory

 Where:

 From there, run SQL*Plus and connect to the database
where Oracle APEX is installed as the SYS user, specifying
the SYSDBA role

 tablespace_apex is the name of the tablespace for the
Oracle APEX schema

 connect sys/oracle as sysdba

 tablespace_files is the name of the tablespace for the
Oracle APEX files schema

 Run the following script:
 apxdevrm.sql

 tablespace_temp is the name of the temporary
tablespace
 images is the virtual directory for the Oracle APEX images
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APEX Runtime Environment
 To convert a runtime APEX environment to a
normal APEX environment:
 Navigate to the APEX installation directory

RECOMMENDED SETTINGS

 From there, run SQL*Plus and connect to the database
where Oracle APEX is installed as the SYS user, specifying
the SYSDBA role
 connect sys/oracle as sysdba

 Run the following scripts:
 apxdvins.sql
 apxchpwd.sql
 This will reset the APEX Administrator password
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APEX Administrators

No Developers on the Prod Instance

 Two types of APEX Administrators

 Remove all APEX developer accounts from the
Production Instance

 APEX Administrator

 Developers have no business logging into production

 Manages the entire instance of APEX

 Less Liability is a Good Thing

 Workspace Administrator

 Only Configuration Managers should have access with the
explicit purpose of deploying or disabling an application

 Manages a specific APEX Workspace
 Manage Services

 In the case of an emergency, the APEX Administrator can create a
temporary account for an APEX Developer

 Manage Users
 Monitor Activity
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Disable Workspace Cookies

Disable Administrator Login

 Disabling will prevent APEX from setting the last
used Workspace Name & User Name in its cookie

 Disabling the Administrator Login will prevent any
APEX administrators from logging in to the APEX
Administration Services

 Can manually remove this setting be removing the
following cookie: ORACLE_PLATFORM_REMEMBER_UN

 WARNING! This will effectively lock you out of
the APEX Administrator Services and should be
used with caution

 May have multiple cookies if different URLs are used to
access the same environment
 For instance: htmldb.oracle.com & apex.oracle.com

 You can still make some changes via the
APEX_INSTANCE_ADMIN API & SQL*Plus
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Disable Administrator Login

Disable Workspace Logins

 To re-enable Administrator Login access, run the
following SQL as the APEX_040200 user:

 Disabling Workspace Login will prohibit any user
from logging in to any APEX Workspace
 If this is set to Yes, you will need to use a different
method when deploying applications:

BEGIN
WWV_FLOW_API.SET_SECURITY_GROUP_ID
(p_security_group_id => 10);
WWV_FLOW_PLATFORM.SET_PREFERENCE(
p_preference_name => 'DISABLE_ADMIN_LOGIN',
p_preference_value => 'N' );
END;
/
!
COMMIT
/

 SQL*Plus as the parsing schema or APEX schema
 Oracle SQL Developer

 APEX Administrators can still login to the APEX
Administration Services
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Restrict Access by IP Addresses

Run Only Mode for Applications

 Enter a comma-delimited list of IP Addresses that
CAN access the APEX Developer & Admin Services

 All applications should have their Status set to
Run Application Only

 All other IP addresses will not be allowed to login to
the APEX Development Services

 This will prevent any APEX workspace administrator or
developer from editing them
 They will appear in the workspace
with a slightly different icon:

 This does NOT apply to deployed APEX Applications

 Use the * as a wildcard, but only as the last
character
 Correct:

 Only an APEX Workspace Administrator or the APEX
Administrator can change the Status back to Run and
Build Application

 128.230.*

 Incorrect:
 128.230.*.10
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Remove Unused Apps & Workspaces

Monitor Login Attempts

 Be sure to delete any Applications and
Workspaces that are no longer being used, as they
make for an attractive target for hackers

 Check the Login Attempts report often to spot
unusual activity
 Frequent instances of Authentication Result = Incorrect
Password or Account Expired should cause concern

 Reports to Use to help determine activity
 Monitor Activity > Page Views by Application
 Monitor Activity > Workspace Last Used
 Monitor Activity > Page Views by Workspace
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Set Provisioning Status to Manual

Use Wallet for Secure Web Services

 Manual Provisioning Status ensures that only the
APEX Administrator can provision new workspaces

 If using secure web services, an Oracle Wallet
should be configured and specified in order to
secure the transaction with SSL

 Users will not be able to request a workspace
automatically

 Wallet Path

 Other Provisioning Options

 Enter the path to the wallet on the file system in the format
file:<directory-path>

 Request

 Examples:

 Users can request a workspace that must be manually be approved by
the APEX Administrator

 file:c:\WINNT\Profiles\<username>\WALLETS
 file:/home/<username>/wallets

 Email Verification

 Wallet Password

 User received an e-mail before the request is processed

 Enter the Password for the Wallet
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Require User Account Expiration & Locking
 Enabling this feature enforces the account locking
& expiration policy across all APEX workspaces for
APEX users only
 This cannot be overridden at the workspace level

ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT

 Disabling this feature will allow each workspace
administrator to choose whether to enable it or
not
 Select No to allow individual workspaces to
enable or disable this feature independently.
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Account Locking & Expiration Options

Enforce Workspace Password Policies

 Maximum Login Failures Allowed
 If the maximum number is exceeded, then the account
becomes locked

 Even if you do not have any developers on your
production instance of APEX, it is still important
to enforce strong passwords

 Default is 4

 Minimum Password Length
 If it is set to 0, then no minimum is enforced

 Account Password Lifetime (days)

 Minimum Password Differences

 Number of Days to use a specific password before
requiring a new one

 The minimum number of allowed differences between the
old and new password, character by character

 Default is 45

 If it is set to 0, then the same password can be re-used
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Enforce Workspace Password Policies

Enforce Workspace Password Policies

 Must Contain At Least One:

 Must Not Contain:

 Alphabetic Character

 Username

 As defined in the Alphabetic Characters region

 Regardless of Case

 Numeric Character

 Workspace Name

 0 through 9

 Regardless of Case

 Punctuation Character

 Must Not Contain list

 As defined in the Punctuation Characters region

 Defaults to:
 oracle:hello:welcome:guest:user:database

 Upper Case Character
 Lower Case Character
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Service Administrator Password Policy
 Determines which Password Policy is applied to
APEX Administrator Accounts
 Workspace Password Policy

APPLICATION SETTINGS

 Uses the policy as defined

 Default Strong Password Policy
 At least six characters
 At least one of each: alphabetic, uppercase alphabetic, digit, &
punctuation
 Cannot include the user name
 Cannot include the word “Internal”
 Cannot contain words in the Must Not Contain region
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Application Settings

Application Settings

 There are a number of Application Settings that
can and should be changed to better secure your
application from unauthorized access

 Logging
 Useful for any instance, as this is what tells APEX to write
to the APEX log tables

 These can all be found at either of the following:

 Debugging

 Shared Components > Edit Definition

 Should be disabled for Production

 Application Builder > Edit Application > Edit Application Properties

 Can be programmatically enabled when necessary
regardless of the value of this setting

 You will likely have different options set for
development vs. production

 Always enabled when running an application from the
application development environment (4.2+)

 Critical to ensure that the proper settings are set before
deploying to production
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Application Settings

Application Settings

 Compatibility Mode

 Availability

 New feature in APEX 4.2 that enables/disables certain
behavior

 Allows a developer to turn on or off a single application
without having to turn off the web server

 Three settings:

 Availability Status

 Pre-4.1

 Available for production; any other for development

 Disables Browser Cache & Embed in Frames attributes

 Some statuses can also have a Message or Restricted User List

 4.1

 Build Status

 “Standard” - imported applications will be set to this

 Run Application Only for production; Run and Build Application for
development

 4.2
 Computation & Process execution point changes for new layout
options
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Application Settings

Application Settings

 Error Handling

 Substitutions

 With APEX 4.1+, you can specify an application-wide
function to augment the reporting & presentation of
errors generated in APEX

 APEX can store up to 20 substitution strings & values at
the application level
 Not recommended, since if any values need to change,
you will have to redeploy the entire application

 Functions must be in this format:

function my_function_name
(
p_error in apex_error.t_error
!
)
!
return apex_error.t_error_result

 Use these only as static variables that will not change.

!

 Better approach is to use Application Items &
Computations and store the values in a table
 Changing a value is now a simple Update statement

 While not required, using a central error handling function
is strongly recommended
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Security Settings
 Each application also has a number of settings
specific to security attributes
 Unlike Application Settings, an application’s Security
Settings rarely need to be changed when moving an
application into production

SECURITY SETTINGS

 These can all be found at:
Shared Components > Security Attributes
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Security Settings

Security Settings

 Authentication

 Authorization

 Public User

 Authorization Scheme

 Typically set to APEX_PUBLIC_USER; unlikely this needs to change

 Determines which Authorization Scheme a user must be a member of to
access the application

 Authentication Scheme

 If none required, should be set to Must Not Be Public User

 Which Authentication Scheme the application will use

 Run on Public Pages

 Deep Linking

 Determines whether or not the application-level Authorization Scheme
is run on a Public Page

 Controls whether or not Deep Linking is enabled for the application
 Can also be configured at the page level
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Security Settings

Security Settings

 Database Schema

 Session Timeout

 Parsing Schema

 Determines the total duration of a session and the
duration a session can be idle

 Determines which schema an application will use to execute all SQL &
PL/SQL Commands

 Times are in seconds

 Can only be set to schemas associated with a workspace

 Session State Protection
 Controls whether or not Session State Protection is
enabled in your application
 Should be set to Enabled
 Enabling it is not enough: each page & item will also have
to be properly configured for it to work
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Security Settings

Security Settings

 Browser Security

 Browser Security (cont)

 Cache

 HTML Escaping Mode

 Applications with sensitive data should set Cache to Disabled

 Determines how APEX will escape characters when outputting data

 This will change the page header to direct the browser to not cache
pages from this specific application

 Basic
 &, ", < and >

 HTTP server must support cache-control for this feature to work

 Extended

 Embed in Frames

 &, ", <, >, ', / and non-ASCII characters if the character set of the
database is not AL32UTF8

 Unless you have a specific need, should be set to Deny
 HTTP server must support X-Frame-Options
for this feature to work
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Security Settings
 Database Session
 Initialization PL/SQL Code
 Formerly called Virtual Private Database PL/SQL call to set security
context

DATA ACCESS

 Called at the earliest possible point when rendering/processing pages
 Can be used for anything that needs to happen early

 Cleanup PL/SQL Code
 Called at the latest possible point when rendering/processing pages
 Can be used for anything; close database links, unsetting
contexts, etc.
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Data Access

Data Security

 Data Access is the most important and most
ignored part of application security

 There are a number of options to secure your
data

 Often added after everything else is done, or worse, not
at all

 Some of the more popular and easier to configure
ones are:

 Thus, Data Access should be done as part of the
initial planning and development of your
application

 Secure Views
 Virtual Private Database
 Oracle Label Security

 Otherwise, it will take 3-4 times as long and there’s no
guarantee that you’ll put it everywhere it needs to be

 HTTPS
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Secure Views
 Allows us to expose only the rows & columns of
data we want to the shadow schema
 Most URL Tampering attempts will be fruitless, as only
authorized data is displayed in the view

SECURE VIEWS

 Create a view that filters both the rows & columns of
our records based on some criteria
 Build APEX forms & reports against the view
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Application Context

Incorporating Contexts Into Views

 Serves as a secure data cache for attribute-value
pairs needed for fine-grained access control
(secure views or VPD)

 We can retro-fit our views to incorporate an
Application Context as part of their WHERE
clause to filter which rows they return

 Cache eliminated the need to query the database to
obtain this data, thus improving performance dramatically

 For example: limiting which rows are returned based on
which department a user is in

 APEX provides a hook to set the Application
Context on each page view

 If instrumented properly, the view will work both
with and without APEX
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SET_CTX Procedure
CREATE OR REPLACE PROCEDURE set_ctx
(p_user_name
IN VARCHAR2,
p_app_session
IN VARCHAR2)
IS
l_deptno
NUMBER;
BEGIN

Secure DEPT_V

Get the corresponding DEPTNO
for the currently signed on user

!

-- Fetch the DEPTNO based on the currently signed on APP_USER
SELECT deptno INTO l_deptno FROM emp WHERE UPPER(ename) = UPPER(p_user_name);

!

-- Set the Context
dbms_session.set_context(
namespace => 'DEMO_CTX',
attribute => 'G_DEPTNO',
value
=> l_deptno,
username => p_user_name,
client_id => p_app_session);

Sets the G_DEPTNO attribute in
the DEMO_CTX system context
based on l_deptno

!

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW dept_v AS
SELECT
deptno,
Call to SYS_CONTEXT will return
dname,
corresponding DEPTNO for the
loc
currently logged in user
FROM
dept
WHERE
deptno = SYS_CONTEXT('DEMO_CTX', 'G_DEPTNO')
WITH READ ONLY;

EXCEPTION
WHEN no_data_found THEN
-- If no data is found, then clear the context
dbms_session.clear_context('DEMO_CTX', p_app_session) ;
END set_ctx;
/
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Setting the Context in APEX
 Application Attributes > Security Attributes >
Initialization PL/SQL Code
 Will run each time any page is rendered

VPD

 Sure, it’s overhead, but it’s necessary and relatively
benign
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Virtual Private Database

Virtual Private Database

 VPD dynamically manipulates the WHERE clause of
all queries against a specific table or view and
applies a pre-determined condition

 For example:
 SELECT * FROM EMP

 After the VPD function is applied, dynamically &
automatically becomes:

 No-cost feature of Oracle Enterprise Edition
Database

 SELECT * FROM EMP WHERE DEPTNO = 10

 Not supported in XE, SE One & SE

 Most of the same benefits of Secure Views, but
more robust
Automatically added by the
VPD Function
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Benefits of VPD

Other Features of VPD

 Secures data at the database layer

 Column Relevance

 Works regardless of the application or technology being used
to access the table

 Policy applied only when a specific column is part of the
SELECT clause

 Can be used with APEX APP_USER value to secure data from
both APEX & SQL*Plus

 Column Filtering
 Only data in a specific column that are allowed by the
policy are displayed; all other columns appear as NULLs

 nvl(v('APP_USER'),USER)

 Simplifies development

 Application Context

 No sophisticated WHERE clauses need to be applied
throughout the application

 Set and use an Application Context for a more efficient
VPD solution

 Makes things like URL Tampering irrelevant
 Simple “No Data Found” messages will be returned
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Implementing VPD

VPD Policy Function

 VPD rules are implemented through a policy
function

FUNCTION emp_vpd
(p_schema
IN VARCHAR2 DEFAULT NULL,
p_object
IN VARCHAR2 DEFAULT NULL)
RETURN VARCHAR2
AS
l_where
VARCHAR2(1000);
l_app_user
VARCHAR2(255) := v('APP_USER');
l_g_deptno
NUMBER
:= nv('G_DEPTNO');
BEGIN
IF l_app_user IS NOT NULL AND l_g_deptno IS NOT NULL THEN
l_where := 'deptno = ' || l_g_deptno;
END IF;
RETURN l_where;
END;
/

 Must adhere to this signature:

(p_schema
IN VARCHAR2 DEFAULT NULL,
p_object
IN VARCHAR2 DEFAULT NULL)
RETURN VARCHAR2
 Function should return the WHERE clause that will be
applied
 Do not actually include the word “WHERE”
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DBMS_RLS Package
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DBMS_RLS.ADD_POLICY

 VPD Policies are managed with the DBMS_RLS
package
BEGIN
DBMS_RLS.add_policy
(object_schema
=>
object_name
=>
policy_name
=>
function_schema =>
policy_function =>
statement_types =>
END;
/

 ADD_POLICY
 DROP_POLICY
 REFRESH_POLICY
 ENABLE_POLICY

 Best Practice:
 You can put the VPD policies in a separate schema so that
it is isolated from your developers, if data security is a
major concern
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:OWNER,
'EMP',
'EMP_VPD',
:OWNER,
'EMP_PKG.EMP_VPD',
'SELECT');
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DBMS_RLS.DROP_POLICY

BEGIN
DBMS_RLS.drop_policy
(object_schema => :OWNER,
object_name
=> 'EMP',
policy_name
=> 'EMP_VPD');
END;
/

OLS
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Oracle Label Security
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Oracle Label Security

 For-cost option for Oracle Database EE

SELECT * FROM EMP

 Allows each row to be classified
 Only users with the corresponding clearance can see those
rows

User Label:
SENSITIVE

 Helps enforce regulatory compliance
 Ability to implement “need to know” access

 Integration with Oracle Database Vault & Oracle
Identity Management
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Name

Salary

Data Label

SMITH

1000

Highly Sensitive

✘

JONES

1500

Sensitive

✔

KING

1250

Confidential

✔
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HTTPS
 Also referred to as SSL (Secure Socket Layer)
 Encrypts all traffic between your web browser &
the web listener

HTTPS
Web Browser

Web Server
& Oracle Database
w/APEX
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APEX HTTPS Options

APEX HTTPS Options

 Instance Level

 Application Level

 Secures your APEX development environment

 Authentication Scheme > Cookie Attributes
 Should be called “Require HTTPS for This Application”

 Not always necessary for development

 When set to Yes, APEX will not set session cookie if the
application is run over HTTP

 Necessary if you allow developers to log in to prod, as
data queried in SQL Workshop needs to also be encrypted

 Thus no one will be able to login to your application
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Packet Peeper

Packet Peeper Results

 Open source packet capture utility for the Mac
 Plenty of similar utilities available on Windows & Linux

 Allows anyone on the network to “listen” to
anyone else on the network
 Anyone can run & download
 Thus, anyone can easily
compromise HTTP packets
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Packet Capture Without SSL
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Packet Capture With SSL

p_t01=internal...&p_t02=ADMIN...&p_t03=oracle
Workspace

Username

Password
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Packet Capture With SSL

SHADOW SCHEMA
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Shadow Schema

Shadow Schema
APEX “Parse As” Schema

 All secure APEX applications should parse as a
limited or no privilege schema
 Can’t use SQL Injection to run DML and/or DDL if the
schema can not execute DML and/or DDL

 This schema should contain only
two types of objects:
 Read-Only Views
 Synonyms to call APIs (packages)
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SHADOW
• Views
• EMP_V
• Synonyms
• EMP_API
• SET_CTX

!
!

GRANT SELECT ON

GRANT EXECUTE ON
GRANT EXECUTE ON

DATA

• Views
• EMP_V
• Procedures
• EMP_API
• SET_CTX
• Tables
• EMP

Shadow Schema Workspace

Typical APEX System & Role Privileges

 Create a new workspace

 A schema created by
APEX’s wizards will contain
the following system
privileges

 As part of this process, also create the SHADOW schema
 Thus, all applications in this workspace will parse as the SHADOW
schema

 You should remove ALL
system privileges from
the SHADOW schema

 All secure applications will live in this workspace

 APEX 3.2 will create schemas
w/the CONNECT role;
APEX 4.0+ will not
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White Listing

Preventing Dropped Objects

 Removing all system & role privileges allows us to
mitigate a range of SQL Injection attacks

 Despite removing these privileges, a schema will
still have the ability to drop its own objects

 If the schema has no privileges, then a hacker can not
maliciously create or modify objects

 Not catastrophic in our case, since they will only be
dropping views & synonyms to APIs
 But still something we need to prevent

 We can selectively add views & APIs and strictly
control what this schema will have the ability to
see & do vs. trying to restrict this schema to only
with with a subset of a larger set of objects

 Thus, we can add a system-level trigger to
prevent objects from being dropped by the
SHADOW schema
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System Level Trigger

Data Schema
 All tables, views, packages & other database
objects will reside in the DATA schema

Allows only SYS, SYSTEM &
SURROGATE schemas to drop
objects owned by SHADOW

 No APEX application will ever parse as this schema

CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER prevent_shadow_drop
BEFORE DROP ON DATABASE
BEGIN
IF ORA_DICT_OBJ_OWNER = 'SHADOW'
AND ORA_LOGIN_USER NOT IN ('SYS','SYSTEM','SURROGATE')
THEN
RAISE_APPLICATION_ERROR(-20000, ORA_DICT_OBJ_OWNER
|| ' can not drop ' || ORA_DICT_OBJ_TYPE || 'S.');
END IF;
END;
/

 All of our tables, data & PL/SQL code will go here

 For this presentation, we’ll stick with the
standard EMP & DEPT Oracle demonstration
tables
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Providing Access to Data

Creating a Shadow View

 The shadow schema will need to see at least
some data from the data schema

 First, we’ll create EMP_V in the DATA schema
 It will only reference EMPNO, ENAME, JOB & DEPTNO

 Best to grant SELECT on a VIEW vs. the entire
table

 We’ll grant SELECT on DATA.EMP_V to SHADOW

 Then, we’ll create EMP_V in the SHADOW schema

 Give us the ability to restrict which columns & rows are
exposed to the shadow schema

 Which will reference all rows & all columns of
DATA.EMP_V

 Last, we’ll build a form & report in our
application
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Running Our Application

Facilitating DML Transactions

 When we run our application, we should see all
rows of the EMP table

 Since our views are read-only, we can not use the
build in APEX Row Processing processes

 But only the specified four columns as per the secure view
definition

 We must create our own APIs with PL/SQL
 In our APIs, we can run additional security checks or
auditing transactions, should we want to

 We can click edit/create/delete

 We can also limit which DML transactions we support,
based on business rules

 But it will fail when we attempt to save the changes with
ORA-01031: insufficient privileges, since we do not have
access to update the view
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Automating API Generation

Automating API Generation

 Little known feature of the Object Browser:

 In order to do this, you will need to create an
APEX workspace on the DATA schema

 Create Package with Methods on Database Tables

 This will be used only to create the APIs

 Creates a packages based on a list of tables that
will provide insert, update & delete APIs

 No applications will be developed here

 Then, create the table APIs for the EMP table

 With support for lost update detection

 You can modify the APIs to restrict what they can & can’t
do
 Grant EXECUTE on the resulting package to SHADOW
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Retrofitting the APIs

EMP DML Process

 Next, we’ll need to retrofit our application with
the new APIs so that we can perform DML
transactions on the EMP table

IF :REQUEST = 'CREATE' THEN
emp_dml.ins_emp
(
p_empno => :P2_EMPNO,
p_ename => :P2_ENAME,
p_job
=> :P2_JOB,
p_deptno => :P2_DEPTNO
);
ELSIF :REQUEST = 'DELETE' THEN
emp_dml.del_emp
(
p_empno => :P2_EMPNO
);
ELSIF :REQUEST = 'SAVE' THEN
emp_dml.upd_emp
(
p_empno => :P2_EMPNO,
p_ename => :P2_ENAME,
p_job
=> :P2_JOB,
p_deptno => :P2_DEPTNO
);
END IF;

 Disable or delete the Automated Row Processing (DML)
Process in our application
 Create a synonym for the EMP_DML package in the
SHADOW schema
 Add a new PL/SQL process that calls the EMP_DML
package from the data schema for each supported
transaction
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Data Security

Surrogate Schema

 So far, any user can see any row of data from our
view

 Since we’ve revoked all system & role privileges
from SHADOW, we can’t even sign on to it - let
alone create the required VIEWs and SYNONYMs

 This may be fine as per our business requirements

 There’s a couple of options:

 But what if we need to secure the actual data?

 Get access to SYS or SYSTEM

 Virtual Private Database

 Unlikely

 Secure Views

 Create a surrogate schema

 Oracle Label Security

 Which has CREATE ANY VIEW & CREATE ANY SYNONYM granted to it
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Surrogate Schema
 All tables, views & procedures will go into the
DATA schema
 The SURROGATE schema will be used to create
the corresponding Views & Synonyms in the
SHADOW schema

TAMPER PROOFING

 In APEX, simply reference the local Views & Synonyms
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Tampering
 Every web application is subject to tampering
 Malicious users may try to exploit weaknesses in
your APEX application using a number of different
techniques

PAGES

 Page Attributes
 URL Tampering
 SQL Injection
 Cross Site Scripting

 Fortunately, steps can be taken to prevent these
types of attacks
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Pages

Authorization

 Each APEX page has a number of attributes that
can enhance its security

 Pages can have Authorization Schemes
associated with them
 Authorization Scheme must return true for the user to
see the corresponding page(s)

 Depending on your business rules, it may be OK
and secure to choose a “less secure” option for
some attributes

 Best to set Authorization Scheme to Once Per Session

 For example: if you need a page to be public, thats OK as long as you mitigate what can be done on that page
with other mechanisms

 User will have to log out & log in to see changes

 By default, set to No Authorization Scheme
 Slightly more secure to set to Must Not Be Public User
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Authentication

Browser Cache

 Page Authentication has two options

 Best to set to Application Default and set it to
Disabled at the Application Level

 Page Requires Authentication

 Can override the Application Level setting on a
page-by-page basis

 User must be logged in to view this page
 Authorization Schemes & Build Options must also be met

 Enabled

 Page is Public

 Browser will cache pages in both memory & disk, introducing potential
security and usability risks

 User can be the public user and view this page
 Authorization Schemes & Build Options must also be met

 Disabled
 Browser will not cache pages, resulting in a mode secure
and usable application
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Deep Linking

Form Autocomplete

 Best to set to Application Default and set it to
Disabled at the Application Level

 By default, set to On
 Should be set to Off when sensitive data could be
displayed in page items

 Can override the Application Level setting on a
page-by-page basis

 When disabled, will result in autocomplete="off" being
printed in the page header, which will prevent the
browser from remembering values entered into form items

 Enabled
 Users will be able to bookmark this page and return directly to if after
authenticating

 Disabled
 Users will always end up on the home page after authenticating
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Page Access Protection

Server Cache

 Page Access Protection determines how pages
can be accessed via the URL and at what level

 Previously called Page Cache
 Option that will optionally cache the page
contents to improve performance of slow running
queries

 Protected parameters include:
 Request

 Not terribly robust, as it only caches the first result set of
a report

 Clear Cache
 Item & Value pairs

 Can lead to security issues when Cache By User
is set to No and the report is based on the
active user name

 Note: Session State Protection must be enabled
at the Application Level for this attribute to
have any impact
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URL Tampering
 Consider this scenario:
 An authenticated, legitimate yet malicious and/or curious
user logs on to your application
 He notices that when he hovers the mouse over the Edit link
on Page 2, the end of the URL looks something like this:

ITEMS

...:P2_EMPNO:10
 Curious, he manually changes the URL in his browser to read:
...:P2_EMPNO:20
 And he is now viewing Department 20, which he should not
be able to
DEMO: Change value in the URL to 7499
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URL Tampering

Session State Protection

 This is called URL Tampering

 Session State Protection is a feature in APEX that
combats URL Tampering

 One of the most dangerous forms of attacks, as:

 Generates an additional Checksum and passes that as
part of the URL

 No programming is required
 Anyone can do it

 If the Checksum is absent or altered, the page will not
render, and thus the values will not be set

 Developers do not always protect against it
 Results can be disastrous!

 Must be enabled at the Application Level for it to work

 Essentially, a clever, malicious user can alter the
value of their session state by passing item &
value pairs through the URL

 Shared Components > Security Attributes

 Unless precautions are taken
DEMO: Enable and note the difference
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Page Access Protection

Page Access Protection Warning

 Once Session State Protection is enabled, Page
Access Protection should then be enabled on a
per-page basis in your application

 Page Access Protection is not always enough
 A malicious user can set an item on Page 2 by passing
values to that item via Page 1 and then changing the URL
to view Page 2

 Four options for Page Access Protection

P2_DEPTNO:20

 Unrestricted

P2_DEPTNO:20
Error

 Default and Least Secure
 Arguments Must Have Checksum

Page Access Protection

 No Arguments Allows
 No URL Access

P2_DEPTNO
Page 2

Page 1

DEMO: Enable PAP at each level

DEMO: Set page 2 item from page 1
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Item Protection

Item Protection

 Item Protection will restrict how an item’s value
can be set

 With Item Protection enabled, an additional
checksum needs to be present or an item’s value
cannot be changed via the URL

 Five Options:

P2_DEPTNO:20

 Unrestricted

P2_DEPTNO:20
Error

 Default and Least Secure
Error

 Checksum Required - Application

Page Access Protection

 Checksum Required - User
 Checksum Required - Session

P2_DEPTNO

 Restricted - may not be set from a browser

Page 1

Item Protection

Page 2

DEMO: Set item protection and set page 2 item from page 1
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Hidden Items

Hidden Items

 Hidden items do not display when an HTML page
is rendered

 Example of a Hidden Item in APEX:
<input
type="hidden" id="P1_ID" name="p_t01" value="123" />
!

 But, they can contain a value that is sent back to the
server when the page is POSTed

 Without item-level protection enabled, a user
could - using tools such as Firebug - change the
value of that item to 456 and submit the page

 While this value is not displayed, that doesn’t
mean that it can’t be easily edited by a
malicious user

 Depending on what this item is used for, that could be
disastrous

DEMO: Alter a hidden item (SAL or COMM) and save
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Hidden Item Protection

Item-Level Encryption

 Fortunately, this condition is easy to mitigate
with Item Level protection

 APEX stores session state values in the database
in clear text in the table WWV_FLOW_DATA

 Option for Hidden Items that when enabled, will
produce a checksum alongside the hidden item

 There is adequate security in place so that unauthorized
users cannot see session state values from other sessions

 When the page is submitted, if either the checksum or
item value is altered, APEX will not process the page

 However, a curious DBA or APEX administrator can
view anyones session state
 Even if you do not want them to!

DEMO: Enable item protection and retry last demo
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Item-Level Encryption

No Encryption - Session State

 Can easily be configured on an item-by-item
basis
 Only encrypt those items that need it
 Set under an item’s Security attributes
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No Encryption - SQL*Plus
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Encryption - Session State

1 SELECT
2
flow_id application_id,
3
item_name,
4
is_encrypted,
5
item_value
6 FROM
7
wwv_flow_data
8 WHERE
9*
item_name = 'P3_SAL'
SQL> /
!
APPLICATION_ID ITEM_NAME
IS_ENCRYPTED ITEM_VALUE
-------------- --------------- ------------- ---------------136 P3_SAL
N
5000
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Encryption - SQL*Plus
1 SELECT
2
flow_id application_id,
3
item_name,
4
is_encrypted,
5
item_value
6 FROM
7
wwv_flow_data
8 WHERE
9*
item_name = 'P3_SAL'
SQL> /
!
APPLICATION_ID ITEM_NAME
IS_ENCRYPTED ITEM_VALUE
-------------- --------------- ------------- ---------------136 P3_SAL
N
9839BEFE425E74DX
5C0318373DE67FCD
C8B66BEF97B13AB3

SQL INJECTION
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SQL Injection

SQL Injection in APEX

 Code injection technique

 Consider the following SQL used for an APEX
report:

 Presented where user input isn’t escaped or strongly
typed and is then used in the formation of a SQL
statement.

SELECT * FROM EMP
WHERE UPPER(ename) LIKE
UPPER('%&P1_SEARCH.%')
AND deptno = 20

 Effectively allows the user to alter the core functionality
of the SQL that is executed

 3 potential areas of concern

 The goal of this SQL is to allow a user to filter a
report based on the ENAME of employees in the
same department

 Use of &ITEM. notation within SQL or PL/SQL
 Calls to DBMS_SQL

 Assume that the item G_DEPTNO is set to the current user’s
department via a computation when the user signs on

 Calls to EXECUTE IMMEDIATE
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Expected Results

Unexpected Results

 Assuming that the current user is a member of
DEPTNO 20, running the report and entering in a
simple query string - such as “s” - produces the
following results:

 However, entering a malicious string for the
filter returns all of the rows for all departments!

') OR '%' =('

DEMO: Show SQLi example
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Here’s Why

Here’s Why

 The SQL used in our report:

 With a little formatting, it’s obvious why all
records are being returned

SELECT * FROM EMP
WHERE UPPER(ename) LIKE
UPPER('%&P1_SEARCH.%')
AND deptno = '&G_DEPTNO.'

SELECT * FROM EMP
WHERE UPPER(ename) LIKE UPPER('%')
OR '%' =('%')
AND deptno = '&G_DEPTNO.'

 When run in APEX, turns into this SQL:

The new “OR” condition in the
WHERE clause is enough to make
the other two conditions (ENAME
and DEPTNO) irrelevant

SELECT * FROM EMP
WHERE UPPER(ename) LIKE
UPPER('%') OR '%' =('%')
AND deptno = '&G_DEPTNO.'
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Prevention

SQL Injection

 Making a simple change to the SQL to use bind
variable notation will prevent such attacks from
succeeding

 Be careful when using
 DBMS_SQL
 EXECUTE IMMEDIATE

SELECT * FROM EMP
WHERE UPPER(ename) LIKE
UPPER('%' || :P1_SEARCH || '%')
AND deptno = '&G_DEPTNO.'

 Always use Bind Variables where ever possible
 When you are forced to use &ITEM. notation
 Be aware where the data in those items is coming from
 APEX application, other web application, web service, etc.

 When in doubt, escape it before rendering
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SQL Injection

SQL Injection

 Beware of Bind Variables in Dynamic SQL

 Thus, in Dynamic SQL, be sure to embed the
bind variables in the string, so that when the
query executes, they appear as bind variables,
not evaluated values

 The use of bind variables alone does not eliminate the
potential for SQL Injection
 Consider this example:

 Correct usage in Dynamic SQL:

l_sql := 'SELECT * FROM emp
WHERE empno =' || :P1_EMPNO;
RETURN l_sql;

l_sql := 'SELECT * FROM emp
WHERE empno = :P1_EMPNO';
RETURN l_sql;

 It’s no better than this:
SELECT * FROM emp
WHERE empno = &P1_EMPNO.
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Cross Site Scripting (XSS)
 Code injection technique
 Allows malicious users to inject client side code - typically
JavaScript - into web pages

CROSS SITE SCRIPTING

 Can be used to bypass access control, expose cookie
information, capture and send data to other sites, etc.

 Most vulnerable are Input Items that allow
unvalidated free-form text input
 If that data were then emitted unescaped into the page,
any script entered into the field would execute and
possibly cause damage and/or steal data
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Simple Example

Cross Site Scripting (XSS)

 If the user were to enter the following text into a
“Description” field

 While JavaScript doesn’t have access to the end
user’s computer it does have access to:
 The entire DOM of the current page

<script type=”text/javascript”>alert('HELLO WORLD!');
</script>

 Your APEX items

 And that text were presented unescaped as part
of a report, the following would appear:

 APEX managed session state items

 Cookie information

!

 Fortunately, there are a number of features and
tools in APEX to combat XSS attacks - both when
entering and displaying data

!

 While this example is harmless, this technique
can be used for more malicious purposes
DEMO: Show XSS example
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Restricted Characters

Column Display Type

 The range of valid characters can be restricted
on an item-by-item basis

 The Display Type of each column should be set to
anything but Standard Report Column

 All Characters

 Otherwise, any injected JavaScript will execute vs.
harmlessly render on the page

 Whitelist for a-Z, 0-9 and space
 Blacklist HTML command characters (<>”)
 Blacklist &<>"/;,*|=% and —
 Blacklist &<>"/;,*|=% or -- and new line

 Keep in mind that data in your application may
originate where no such restrictions exist
 Thus, always also escape when rendering
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APEX_ESCAPE & Escaping Mode
 A new API, APEX_ESCAPE will return escaped
versions of strings
 More modern replacement for HTF.ESCAPE_SC

SUMMARY

 What gets escaped when APEX_ESCAPE is called
is controlled by an application’s HTML Escaping
Mode
 Standard
 &, ", < and >

 Extended
 &, ", <, >, ', / and non-ASCII characters if the database character set
is not AL32UTF8
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Summary

Download

 APEX provides a comprehensive set of features most of which are declarative - to manage the
security of your application

 This and all other Enkitec presentations can be
downloaded for free from:

http://enkitec.com/presentations

 But you must be familiar with them and how to use them
properly

 Security should not be an afterthought
 Start considering security on day one and never stop
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